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Abstract 

In this paper, an automatic generation control (AGC)-based charging/discharging strategy is proposed 
for EV fleets to augment the stability of a weak power grid (WPG). The Vehicle-to-Weak Grid (V2WG) 

system under study is indeed a two-area microgrid including WPG, two EVs stations, PV units and 

loads. Firstly, the balancing power relation for three operating modes including no change mode, load 
increment and PV increment are comprehensively investigated. In doing so, a power sharing algorithm 

for each active EV is proposed to contribute to the WPG frequency deviation compensation. Then, AGC 

is developed for each area to attain the related angular frequency errors which are aimed to provide the 

tie-line power error needed for the dynamical frequency variation compensation using the appropriate 
EVs action. Moreover, the proposed strategy coefficients are analyzed to understand how much they 

can impact the stability margin of the system angular frequency errors. The simulation results in 

MATLAB/SIMULINK environment validate the ability of the proposed strategy-based EV fleets at 
providing a stable WPG under the increment of both load and PV units.  

Introduction 

Electric Vehicles (EVs) have continuously attracted the researcher’s attention to be developed for 

Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) applications using the bidirectional power transfer achieved from huge value of 

the battery energy of the Aggregated EVs [1-4]. Aggregated EVs can take the role of power grid 
frequency stabilizer while a high penetration of renewable energy resources (RERs) integrates into 

power grid or a large amount of load variations occurs [5-7]. Different challenges regarding EVs 

charging strategies have been discussed in recent years such as parking fleet scenario with modular 
converters [8], revenue assessment with wear cost model [9], PVs at the electric mobility's service [10-11], 

and different PEV parking scenarios [12]. But, the frequency vulnerability is an interesting challenge that is 

boosted in the presence of a weak power grid wherein much more accurate smart charging /discharging 
strategies must be designed for EVs by taking into account the required power for the appropriate 

frequency deviation compensation [13]. The appropriate compensation means both fast and accurate 

reactions achieved through i) the identification of EV rated power, ii) coordination between the EVs 

power sharing and the frequency deviation, and iii) maximum utilization of EV charging stations, and 
so on. 

The secondary frequency control loop has been regarded as a target for researchers to be fortified by 

enhancing the EVs charging participation against power grid instabilities. To this end, the references 
[14], [15] and [16] have dealt with the grid secondary frequency control using respectively optimized 

fuzzy technique, mixed integer linear programming (MILP) and aggregator-based hierarchical strategy. 



The secondary frequency control loop may be exposed to a stability uncertainty made by the aggregation 

dynamics and its delays. For this case, Ref [17] proposed an integration for the effects of heterogeneous 

delay and ascertained the sequential impact procedure for aggregation delays. On the other hand, some 
criteria in Ref [18] were taken into account such as various charging profiles, the SOC of EVs, and the 

numbers of EVs to enable a primary frequency loop aiming to attain flexible bidirectional power flow. 

The cooperation between wind system and EVs for completing the primary frequency loop of a 
microgrid was made by using small-signal analysis to establish frequency regulation strategy and droop 

or virtual inertia [19]. In the frequency regulation process, it has challenged a coordination between the 

power sharing control system and the SOC of EV batteries. This challenge was investigated through Ref 
[20] based on assigning the uncertain dispatch inside the control loop with no information regarding 

detailed EV charging/discharging in which the adjustment task was completed within the frequency 

control capacity of EVs. Using an aggregator-based coordination strategy, Ref [21] focused on 

assessment of a large number of EVs to fulfill the centralized supplementary frequency adjustment of 
the interlinked power systems. Also, the time delay of power systems was taken into account in [22] 

based on static output feedback frequency stabilization to provide the coordinate charge control for EVs. 

Among various control strategies incorporated by the charging schemes of EVs for the frequency control 
process, automatic generation control (AGC) has been also paid attention in recent literatures [23-24]. 

Several myopic/non-myopic-based real-time scheduling schemes were designed in [25] to provide 

suitable charging/discharging method of EVs fleet based on following out the signals generated through 
AGC. A wide-area virtual power plant (WVPP) was made in [26] including wind farms (WFs), 

photovoltaic units (PVs), and EVs wherein AGC was employed to noticeably guarantee the system 

response acceleration and the regulation cost mitigation due to unbalanced power mismatches between 

generation side and demand side. In Ref [27], the optimization factors including the performance-based 
compensation schedule, the AGC signals, and the EVs arrival and departure times were taken into 

account for solving a frequency regulation capacity scheduling problem to appoint the EV frequency 

adjustment service. In order to achieve the optimal solutions for a multi-area energy system, the DQ 
algorithm and double learning were utilized for the AGC-based frequency control under contributory 

obligation of battery energy storages, EVs and traditional power plants [28]. 

In this paper, a charging/discharging strategy is proposed for EV fleets to provide stable voltage for 

WPG while the PV units and interconnected loads are abruptly increased. To this end, a two-area 
microgrid is considered which consists of a WPG, two EV stations, PV units and loads. The proposed 

method is made through a pervasive balancing power and an AGC assigned for each area. The paper is 

organized as follows. The first section is allotted to the introduction. In section II, the considered two-
area mcirogrid is described. The pervasive balancing power is discussed in section III. Section IV 

concentrates on the proposed AGC-based strategy. Simulation results and conclusion are respectively 

presented in Sections V and VI. 
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Fig. 1: The proposed V2WG-based two-area System. 



Description of the considered two-area system 

The two-area microgrid under study in this paper is displayed in Fig. 1. The WPG is placed within the 

first area and also the high-penetration renewable energies or a large amount of abrupt load variation 

will happen in this area. In addition, the PV units and load are included in the first area as well. As it 
can be seen from Fig. 1, two EVs charging/discharging stations are appointed in the second area that 

should be under a control process for an appropriate adjustment of WPG frequency. These EV fleets are 

also controlled to supply the loads in the second area. Two areas are interconnected through the 
inductance Xline.   

Pervasive balancing power 

The power in the microgrid shown in Fig. 1 must be controlled to enable a fast and precise frequency 

response for the WPG against high penetration of PV units or sudden increment of a large amount of 

loads. The power balance is the mandatory relation that should be taken into account by the proposed 
strategy. Based on Fig. 1, the balancing relation is acquired through the equation (1), 

            , 1
line

k

Load Grid PV EV t Change XP P P P SW P P                                                                         (1) 

In the relation (1), when there is a new connection of PV units or Load, the SW (that acts as a switch) 

gets 1 and otherwise SW=0. Also, k is equalized to 1 and 2 for load connection and PV unit connection, 

respectively. The load power in (1) is achieved through PLoad=PLoad1+PLoad2. The PXline is the power due 
to the inductance Xline that has a key role at regulating the WPG frequency. It is realized from Fig. 1 that 

the total power of both EV charging/discharging stations is achieved through PEV,t=P1
EV,t+P2

EV,t. The 

total power of each station is dependent on the number of the existing EVs as well as the instantaneous 
power of each EV. It is assumed that the first and second station respectively has “m” and “n” EVs. By 

noticing Fig. 1, the total power of EVs charging/discharging stations can meet, 
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Using the relations (1) and (2), the total EVs power can be stated based on the power of load, the grid, 

PV, the inductance power and the additional load/PV, 
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Three operating conditions are considered for the balancing power relation (3). These conditions are 

explained as the following to reach the most effective Frequency Regulation Strategy (FRS). 

The microgrid with no PV/load increment 

The first operating condition is fulfilled by SW=0. It means that there is no the PV/load increment. In 

this condition, while accurate prediction is accomplished for PV and load, the WPG encounters 

relatively a zero frequency alteration. Thus, the first and second stations tend to meet the following total 

power, 
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The coefficient α is determined with respect to the total existing rated power of each station wherein the 
higher power share belongs to the station with higher instantaneous power. As a consequence, the 

proposed charging/discharging method should enforce the EV of each station to be charged/discharged 

according to the relations (6) and (7), 
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Where x=1, …, n and y=1, …, m. The coefficients β1
x and β1

y are adjusted by taking the EV specifications 

into account such as the rated power and the difference between the arrival and departure time. In 

addition, the relations 1
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 must be assured. 

The microgrid with PV/load increment 

High PV penetration and load increment are other challenges of WPG frequency that can be dealt with 

by the EV charging/discharging stations. Based on the relation (3), high PV penetration occurs when 

SW=1 and k=2 leading to, 
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Where PPV
Change is the power injected from the PV units which are abruptly integrated into the WPG at 

a specified time. Since the PV units inject power into the WPG, it is highly probable that most EVs in 

both stations proceed at charging mode. To this end, the following inequality must be satisfied, 
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The inequality (9) depends on the load power and subsequently the power grid can be chosen as a 
constant value or within limited constraints because of the sensibility of WPG frequency. The load 

connection is taken into account through SW=1 and k=1 wherein the relation (3) can meet, 
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In equation (10), the PLoad
Change is the additional load interconnecting with the WPG at a specified time. 

For general discussion, the load variation in the second area also is involved with the PLoad
Change having 

approximately the same impact on the WPG. When the additional load is appeared, most EVs can be 

presumed to be discharged. This condition is made through (11), 
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In fact, the inequalities (9) and (11) can be employed to identify the charging or discharging states of 

two EVs fleet in various operating conditions. 
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Fig. 2: The net tie-line power representation for a two-area system. 
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Fig. 3: The proposed AGC-based control. 



Proposed AGC-based strategy 

Each area in the proposed V2WG-based two-area microgrid shown in Fig. 1 is regarded as the 

independent generation unit that is responsible for reaching desired value for the frequency in its own 

area. In doing so, Automatic Generation Control (AGC) is allotted to each area commensurate with 
compensating the WPG frequency deviations and fulfilling effective charging/discharging procedures 

for EV stations. Before starting the AGC design for each area, it is worth investigating on the net tie-

line power error ΔP12=-ΔP21 and the relation between the tie-line power and the area frequency. The tie-
line power of a two-area system with the inductance interface that has the specifications according to 

Fig. 2 can be written, 

          1 2
12 1 2sin( )

line

E E
P

X
                                                                                                                   (12) 

In relation (12), E1(2) and δ1(2) are the voltage characteristics of the control areas named the voltage 

magnitude and the voltage angle, respectively. The small-signal linearization is exerted to (12) around 

the equilibrium points of P*
12 and δ*

1(2) with the approximation ΔE1(2)=0. This linearization results in the 
relation between the frequency and the tie-line power error according to (13), 

               
1 * * * *
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                                                                 (13) 

The relation (13) determines that the tie-line power error has a key role at the instantaneous calculation 

of the area frequency. The following sub-sections concentrate on the frequency AGC-based control 
design for the areas. 

The control design details for the area i
th

 

Each area is composed of various parts that can contribute to the frequency adjustment process as much 
as possible. To deeply understand this issue, it is mandatory to possess the angular frequency error 

formulation in the areas ith based on the AGC that is just as, 
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Where Mi and Di are the equivalent inertia and load-damping constant, respectively. The tie-line power 

error ΔPtie,i is another variable that can impact on the frequency error of the area ith. On the other hand, 

the variable ΔPm,i in (14) is the input mechanical power that can be detailed as follows, 
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It should be noticed that Ri and Ki are the droop and integral controller coefficients, respectively. In 

addition, ACEi is named as the Area Control Error (ACE) dedicated to the area ith. The ACEi is defined 
as stated in (16) to keep the frequency and power interchanges at the scheduled values in which μi is the 

ACE ith frequency response characteristic, 
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As it can be realized from Fig. 1, the first area consists of WPG, PV units, and load that is also exposed 

to both high penetration of PV units and abrupt increment of load. It can be concluded that the angular 
frequency error of the first area is equiponderated with, 
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The sharing factor of the inductance power for the first area is the coefficient λ1. On the other hand, the 
two EVs charging/discharging stations are situated in the second area and have a vital role at the 

frequency regulation process. The angular frequency error in (18) is presented for the second area, 
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As it was mentioned, λ2 denotes the sharing factor of the inductance power for the second area. The 

sharing factors of the inductance power must be proportionate to the frequency deviation of each area. 



The proposed AGC-based control for completing the EVs charging/discharging proceeding in the 

system under study is illustrated in Fig. 3. 

The assessment of the AGC-based controller coefficients 

The proposed AGC-based charging/discharging strategy consists of different coefficients including {Mi, 
Di, Tm,i, Ri, Ki, μi} that all need to be appropriately selected. To this end, the relations (15) and (16) are 

substituted into (14) resulting in, 
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And finally the angular frequency error of the area ith is attained after some mathematical simplifications 

according to (20), 
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The angular frequency error consists of the transfer functions that are a consequence of the reference 
load power, tie-line power error, and load power error. The transfer functions in (20) are achieved using 

(21), 
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The steady-state response of the angular frequency error is dependent on  the transfer function Htie,i(s) 

while t → ∞ leading to, 
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Based on (22), the frequency response characteristic and tie-line power error can impact the steady-state 

response of WPG frequency at the same time. The Nyquist diagrams are plotted in Fig. 4 to determine 
the contributions of AGC-based controller coefficients at the stability margin expansion. In Fig. 4(a), 

the Nyquist diagrams of the transfer functions (21) are separately depicted assuming the step response 

and exerting the appropriate values to the coefficients. By noticing this figure, it can be realized that the 
step response of load power error-based transfer function makes the angular frequency error unstable, 

however, the error stability is not disturbed through two other transfer functions.   It is worth mentioning 

that the step response of transfer function Htie,i is able to aggrandize the stability margin of the angular 

frequency error accordingly. The step response-based Nyquist diagram of sum transfer functions in (20) 
is illustrated in Fig. 4(b). It should be paid attention that however the angular frequency error response 

is placed within a stable area, but the value of this error must be decreased by selecting more suitable 

coefficients. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 4: The step response-based Nyquist diagrams of (a) each transfer function in (21), and (b) transfer 
function (20). 



Simulation results 

In this section, MATLAB/SIMULINK software is used to assay the proposed strategy performance for 

making the WPG voltage stable in presence of load/PV increment at t=0.8*60 s. 

The EV rated power in the related EV charging stations are within the interval [80 kW, 95 kW]. Also, 
the simulation is executed in 1.6 min equalizing to 96 s. The inductance Xline is equalized to 0.002π. As 

it can be seen from Fig. 5, the arrival time of all EV is zero (the beginning of the simulation). According 

to this figure, the departure time of most EVs is the end of simulation excepted for some of them in 
which the departure times are 0.7 min, 1.1 min, 0.3 min, 0.55 min, 0.75 min, 0.4 min, 1.2 min, 0.75 min, 

and 1.3 min.  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 5: The instantaneous EV power injected into the WPG from, (a) the first EV charging station, 
and (b) the second EV charging station. 

The instantaneous EV power injected into the WPG from the first and second EV charging stations are 

presented in Fig. 5(a) and Fig.5(b), respectively. In fact, the appropriate operation of proposed strategy 
leads to the EV power of the EV charging stations illustrated in these figures wherein they also result in 

the WPG frequency and voltage magnitude responses given in the first part of Fig. 6(a) and (b). Fig. 6 

exhibits the desirable response and inappropriate responses due to mistake at the proposed strategy 
coefficients selection for WPG frequency, and WPG voltage magnitude. When the proposed strategy 

coefficients are wrongly chosen including the coefficients {α, βx, βy} for the power balancing and the 

coefficients {Mi, Di, Tm,i, Ri, Ki, μi} for AGC, two  unacceptable responses for both WPG frequency and 

WPG voltage magnitude are obtained, as depicted in the second part of Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b). 

 
 

(a) 
 

(b) 

Fig. 6: The desirable response and inappropriate responses due to mistake at the proposed strategy 

coefficients selection for (a) WPG frequency, and (b) WPG voltage magnitude. 



Conclusion 

This paper has presented a charging/discharging strategy for EV fleets based on automatic generation 

control (AGC) to provide stable voltage for WPG in presence of load/PV increment. Using the EVs 

specifications, the EV station power has been specified for allotting to a proposed balancing power 
aimed at damping the steady-state frequency error of WPG. The proposed AGC method has been 

designed using the angular frequency error calculation for each area and the tie-line power error along 

with the suitable EV action based on the proposed balancing power to significantly mitigate the dynamic 
change of the WPG frequency. By assessing the variations of the proposed control coefficients, the 

efficient coefficients have been traced to see the stability margin trend of the angular frequency error. 

The proposed charging/discharging strategy correctness has been approved using simulation results in 

MATLAB/SIMULINK environment wherein the WPG frequency and voltage magnitude could be kept 
stable under the PV/load increment. 
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